**Dual band radio receiver**

A dual band radio receiver is provided. The dual band radio receiver includes a local oscillator configured to generate a local oscillator (LO) signal. The dual band radio receiver also includes first and second mixer devices. The first mixer device is configured to receive the LO signal and an RF signal included within a first band. Responsive to these signals, the first mixer device outputs a first IF signal. The second mixer device is configured to receive the LO signal and a second RF signal included within a second band. In response to these signals the second mixer device outputs a second IF signal. The local oscillator is configured to operate within a third band located between the first and second bands.

**FIG. 1**
Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of communication devices. More particularly, the present invention relates to radio receivers.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Radio receivers are well known in the art. Typically, a radio receiver intercepts radio frequency (RF) signals by way of an antenna that is coupled to a front end of the radio receiver. The front end of a radio receiver typically includes one or more filters and low-noise amplifiers that receive incoming RF signals. Since signal processing is less complicated for signals at lower frequencies, RF signals are typically down-converted by a mixer before being processed.

[0003] Typically, a mixer receives the RF signal to be down-converted and a signal from a local oscillator device (LO) that may have a frequency lower than the frequency of the RF signal. In response to these signals, the mixer produces an intermediate frequency (IF) signal that may further be driven to an IF filter from where a filtered IF signal may be driven to a demodulator, signal processing unit, etc. The IF signal has an amplitude proportional to the amplitude of the RF signal and a frequency typically lower than the frequency of the RF signal. In most radio receivers, the frequency of the IF signal is proportional to the difference between the frequency of the RF signal and the frequency of the local oscillator device.

[0004] A dual band radio receiver is a receiver configured to receive signals belonging to two frequencies ranges (bands). For example, in certain multimedia applications, signals belonging to two bands such as data and voice signals may be transmitted intermittently to a dual band radio receiver. The dual band radio receivers that are typically utilized in these applications require two local oscillators, one for each band. Additionally, such dual band radio receivers may require two IF processing devices such as demodulators, amplifiers, signal processors, etc. These dual band radio receivers are expensive due to the utilization of two local oscillators and two IF demodulation stages.

[0005] It is desirable to provide a dual band radio receiver at reduced cost. It is also desirable to provide a dual band radio receiver that allows quick switching of a local oscillator device between two high frequency bands that are relatively close to each other.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] The present invention provides a dual band radio receiver. The dual band radio receiver includes a local oscillator configured to generate a local oscillator (LO) signal. The dual band radio receiver also includes first and a second mixer devices. The first mixer device is configured to receive the LO signal and an RF signal included within a first band. Responsive to these signals, the first mixer device outputs a first IF signal. The second mixer device is configured to receive the LO signal and a second RF signal included within a second band. In response to these signals the second mixer device outputs a second IF signal. The local oscillator is configured to operate within a third band located between the first and second bands.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] The features, aspects, and advantages of the present invention will become more fully apparent from the following Detailed Description, appended claims, and accompanying drawings in which:

Figure 1 illustrates a block diagram showing a dual band communication device according to the present application.

Figure 2 illustrates a diagram showing the positions of the first, second, and third bands in connection with the dual-band communication device according to the present invention.

Figure 3 illustrates a block diagram showing a local oscillator in connection with the dual-band communication device according to the present invention.

Figure 4 illustrates a communication system including a dual-band radio receiver according to the present invention.

Figure 5 illustrates a flow chart diagram in connection with a method for converting a RF signal into an IF signal in a dual band radio receiver according to the present invention.

Figure 6 illustrates a process for providing a dual band radio receiver according to the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0008] In the following description, numerous specific details are set forth to provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. However, one having ordinary skill in the art should recognize that the invention can be practiced without these specific details. In some instances, well-known circuits, structures, and techniques have not been shown in detail to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the present invention.

[0009] Figure 1 illustrates a block diagram of a dual band communication device 100 according to the present invention. In the embodiment according to the present invention described herein, the dual band communication device 100 is implemented as a radio receiver but the present invention is not limited in scope to a radio receiver. Dual band radio receiver 100 includes an antenna 102 that typically receives RF signals at a high frequency. In the embodiment described herein, dual
band radio receiver 100 receives signals transmitted within PCS and the ISM frequency ranges. Signals within the PCS frequency range may be used for voice communication (telephony) and include signals with frequencies in the range of approximately 1.910-1.930 Gigahertz (GHz) (hereinafter "first band"). Signals within the ISM frequency range may be used for video communication and include signals with frequencies in the range of approximately 2.40-2.4835 GHz (hereinafter "second band"). Dual band radio receiver 100 according to the present invention, however, is not limited to the reception of signals within these two frequency bands.

Dual band radio receiver 100 further includes a switching device 126 coupled to antenna 102 and configured to be coupled to one of a first and second front end receivers 132 and 134 respectively shown in dotted line. Switching device 126 is controlled by a base band controller 127 and is configured to selectively couple a RF signal intercepted by antenna 102 to one of the first front end receiver 132 and second front end receiver 134 depending on whether the RF signals frequency is within the first or the second band.

Front end receivers 132 and 134 may be conventional front end receivers known in the art. First front end receiver 132 includes a first band-pass filter 110, a low-noise amplifier 112 and a second band-pass filter 114 but the present invention is not limited in scope to these devices. The first band-pass filter 110 rejects frequencies outside 1.910-1.930GHz. Low-noise amplifier 112 provides reverse isolation that reduces radiation back to the antenna 102 and boosts the gain. Second band-pass filter 114 also rejects frequencies outside 1.910-1.930GHz. Second front end receiver 134 includes band-pass filters 104 and 108 and low-noise amplifier 106 coupled therebetween. These devices work in a substantially similar fashion as devices 110, 112 and 114 with the exception that band-pass filters 104 and 108 reject frequencies outside 2.40-2.4835 GHz.

After an RF signal has passed through one of the first front end receiver 132 and second front end receiver 134, the RF signal is coupled to an RF input of one of first mixer device 116 and second mixer device 118, respectively. First and second mixer devices 116 and 118 are conventional mixers with appropriate filtering. A local oscillator device 122, which may be part of a radio’s synthesizer circuit, that is known in the art, is coupled to both the first and second mixer devices 116 and 118. The local oscillator device 122 produces a local oscillator signal (LO) and drives this signal to both a local oscillator input of first mixer device 116 and a local oscillator input of second mixer device 118. First and second mixer devices 116 and 118 are configured to mix the local oscillator signal with the respective RF signals input to one of the mixer devices 116 and 118, thereby producing one of a first and second intermediate frequency signals IF₁ and IF₂ respectively.

Signal IF₁ has a frequency substantially equal to a frequency difference between the RF₁ signal and the LO signal while signal IF₂ has a frequency substantially equal to a frequency difference between the RF₂ signal and the LO signal. The resulting first and second IF signals are then fed to IF filters 124 and 120 respectively where these signals are further filtered according to the particular receiver’s design specification. Mixer devices and their operation are well known in the art.

One of the first and second signals IF and IF₂ may then be selectivity coupled to back end circuitry 140 (shown in dotted line) by way of a second switching device 128. The back end circuitry may be utilized to amplify and demodulate one of the first and second IF signals.

Local oscillator device 122 is configured to operate within a third frequency band which is positioned between the first and the second bands. The third band is substantially narrow (approximately 80 MHz). In this way, local oscillator device 122 operates as highside injection for the first band and as lowside injection for the second band. In one embodiment according to the present invention local oscillator device 122 may have its frequency band (third band) positioned substantially mid-way between the centers of the first and second frequency bands. This arrangement ensures that the output IF frequency bands of the first or second IF signals are substantially the same whether the IF signal is derived from the first or second bands. In this way, a single local oscillator IF unit and demodulator circuit can be used for signals belonging to both the first and second bands. Hence, the dual band radio receiver according to the present invention may be provided at a lower-cost since only one local oscillator and one back end circuitry need be included therein.

In the embodiment according to the present invention described herein, the first band is defined by a first frequency range of 1.910 GHz to 1.930 GHz, and the second band is defined by a second frequency range of 2.40 GHz to 2.4835 GHz. The local oscillator device 122 is configured to operate at frequencies within a third band, that are above the range of 1.910-1.930 GHz but below the range of 2.40-2.4835 GHz. The third frequency band, within which the local oscillator may operate, is positioned substantially half-way between the first and second bands. The frequencies which define the third band can be calculated in the following way. The difference between the lowest frequencies of the second and first band is equal to (2.40 GHz - 1.910 GHz) which is equal to 490 MHz. A lower local oscillator frequency comprising the lower limit of the third band may be calculated according to the formula:

\[
\text{LO frequency} = \frac{1.910 \text{GHz} + 0.5 \times 490 \text{MHz}}{2}
\]
Thus "knows" at a given moment what is the approximate frequency at which an RF signal is transmitted to the radio receiver and, if this frequency belongs to one of the first and second bands, base band controller 312 switches on the first and second front ends via one of the switching devices 126 and 128 respectively.

Figure 4 illustrates a communication system 400 that includes a transmitter 402, that transmits RF signals to a communication device 408 via antenna 406. Communication device 408 includes dual-band radio receiver 410 that is coupled to a digital signal processing circuit (DSP) 412. After the RF signals have been down-converted and demodulated, digital signal processing circuit (DSP) 412 recovers signals and sends these signals by way of microcontroller 414 to a serial port 420, from where digital signals are sent to a PC or workstation 422. The communication device 410 may include a transceiver (not shown) and a transmittal circuit providing thus a way of transmitting information from the PC or workstation 422 to another radio receiver. When the communication device 408 is not directly coupled to a PC or workstation, DSP 412 and the microcontroller 414 also provide the necessary intelligence and most of the necessary modem functionality for transmitting data further via telephone or cellular networks. The communication device 408 provides a way to receive data and voice signals intermittently at high frequencies and process these signals very quickly by having a local oscillator like the one described in conjunction with Figure 1 (not shown) switch from one band to another within a reduced time.

Figure 5 illustrates a flow chart diagram in connection with a process for converting a RF signal into an IF signal in a dual band radio receiver configured to receive radio frequency (RF) signals within first and second bands. The process starts as block 500 from where it passes to block 502 where it is determined whether the received RF signal belongs to one of a first and second bands. If the RF signal does not belong to one of the first and second bands the process flows to block 500. If the RF signal belongs to one of the first and second bands, the process passes to block 504 where an IF signal is generated by mixing the RF signal with a local oscillator signal belonging to a third frequency band. The third frequency band is located approximately midway between said first and second bands.

Thus, the local oscillator tuning range (third band) is approximately equal to the range 2.155-2.2385 GHz = 83.5 MHz. Typically, the wider the band of a local oscillator, the longer the switching time. However, in the embodiment of the dual band radio receiver 100 according to the present invention, the narrow band of approximately 83.5 MHz, positioned substantially mid-way between the first and second bands, allows the local oscillator to quickly switch between the first and second bands. The small range of switching (tuning range) of the local oscillator affords quick switching from the first band to the second band thereby providing reception of intermittently transmitted voice and data signals with no loss of information.

Figure 2 illustrates a diagram showing the position of first, second and third frequency bands 202, 204 and 206 respectively, relative to one another in connection with the dual band communication device according to the present invention. First frequency band 202 is utilized for signals that have frequencies in the range 1.910-1930GHz. Second frequency band 206 is utilized for signals that have frequencies in the range 2.40-2.485 GHz. Third frequency band 204, positioned between the first and second frequency bands 202 and 206, includes frequencies in the range 2.155-2.2385.

Figure 3 illustrates a block diagram showing a local oscillator 300 of the dual band radio receiver according to the present invention. Local oscillator 300 includes a voltage control oscillator (VCO) 304 coupled to a synthesizer 308. The synthesizer 308 includes a frequency setting circuit 310 which sets the frequency of the local oscillator within the third band, which, in the embodiment described herein, is 2.155-2.2385 GHz. A signal output by synthesizer 308 is driven to a low pass filter 306 which processes this signal and further drives this signal to VCO 304. Based on the signal from low pass filter 306 VCO 304 generates a local oscillator signal to the mixer devices shown in Figure 1. A base band controller 312 generates three signals to synthesizer 308: a clock signal (CLK), an enable signal (ENABLE), and a data (DATA) signal. A radio receiver according to the present invention may typically be included in a host circuit which communicates with a transmitter circuit that generates an RF signal, such that the host and the transmitter circuit operate in handshake with respect to transmission of signals therebetween. The base band 312

\[
1.910 \text{GHz} + \frac{490}{2} \text{MHz} = 2.155 \text{GHz}
\]

An upper local oscillator frequency including the upper limit of the third band may be calculated according to the formula:

\[
2.4835 \text{GHz} - \frac{490}{2} \text{MHz} = 2.2385 \text{GHz}.
\]
that the RF signal belongs to one of the first and second bands. The process then flows to block 608 where a local oscillator is coupled to the first and second mixers. The local oscillator is configured to generate signals within a third band located between the first and second bands.

While the present invention has been particularly described with reference to the various figures, it should be understood that the figures are for illustration only and should not be taken as limiting the scope of the invention. Many changes and modifications may be made to the invention, by one having ordinary skill in the art, without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.

Claims

1. A dual band radio receiver comprising:
   a local oscillator configured to generate a Local Oscillator (LO) signal;
   a first two way switching device responsive to a base band controller for switching between a first Radio Frequency (RF) signal and a second RF signal, said first two way switching device coupled to a first front end receiver and a second front end receiver;
   a first mixer device configured to receive said LO signal and said first RF signal included within a first band and responsively to output a first Intermediate Frequency (IF) signal;
   a second mixer device configured to receive said LO signal and said second RF signal included within a second band and responsively to output a second IF signal;
   a second two way switching device responsive to said base band controller for switching between said first and second IF signals; and
   wherein said local oscillator is configured to operate within a third band located between said first and second bands and is responsive to said base band controller.

2. The dual band radio receiver of claim 1 further comprising first and second IF filters coupled between said first and second mixer devices and said second two way switching device, respectively.

3. The dual band radio receiver of claim 1 wherein said first band is within a frequency range of approximately 1.910 GHz and 1.930 GHz.

4. The dual band radio receiver of claim 1 wherein said second band is within a frequency range of approximately 2.40 and 2.4835 GHz.

5. The dual band radio receiver of claim 1 wherein said third band is between approximately 2.155 GHz and 2.2385 GHz.

6. The dual band radio receiver of claim 1 wherein said third band is positioned approximately half-way between said first and second bands.

7. A system comprising:
   a dual band radio receiver, said dual band radio receiver including a local oscillator configured to generate an LO signal,
   a first two way switching device responsive to a base band controller for switching between a first Radio Frequency (RF) signal and a second RF signal, the first two way switching device coupled to a first front end receiver and a second front end receiver,
   a first mixer device configured to receive said LO signal and said first RF signal included within a first band and responsively to output a first IF signal, a second mixer device configured to receive said LO signal and said second RF signal included within a second band and responsively to output a second IF signal,
   a second two way switching device responsive to said base band controller for switching between said first and second IF signals, and wherein said local oscillator is configured to operate within a third band positioned between said first and second bands and responsive to said base band controller.

8. The system of claim 7 further comprising first and second IF filters coupled between said first and second mixer devices and said second two way switching device, respectively.

9. The system of claim 7 wherein said first band is within a frequency range of approximately 1.910 GHz and 1.930 GHz.

10. The system of claim 7 wherein said second band is within a frequency range of approximately 2.40 and 2.4835 GHz.

11. The system of claim 7 wherein said third band is between approximately 2.155 GHz and 2.2385 GHz.

12. The system of claim 7 wherein said third band is positioned approximately half-way between said first and second bands.

13. A method for providing a dual band radio receiver comprising:
   providing first and second front end receivers;
   providing first and second mixers wherein the
providing a base band controller; providing a circuit configured to determine whether an RF signal belongs to one of a first and second bands, said circuit coupling said RF signal to one of said first and second front end receivers if said circuit determines that the RF signal belongs to one of a first and second bands respectively and is responsive to said base band controller; and coupling a local oscillator to said first and second mixers, said local oscillator configured to generate signals within a third band that is positioned approximately mid-way between said first and second bands and wherein said local oscillator is responsive to said base band controller.
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